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length an editorial interpretation of
Such an expresthe events of the past few days.
sion of opinion might help to clarify a few obscure
points, but could not possibly unravel more than
a few of the multitude of knots that comprise the
higher educational tangle.
One phase of the question is treated on page 1
today. Further editorial treatment will be given
At
at length in subsequent issues of the Emerald.
present it is the belief of the editors that it is their
duty to crowd into the space available as much as
possible of the urgent and significant news of the
day.
|
One point must be clearly made, however: Stu-j
dents here must make clear to their parents and
friends throughout the state that this controversy
is not a squabble between the University of Oregon
It is a battle for acaand Oregon State college.
demic freedom and a defense against an unjustified
attack upon the University.
the emoEmotions are bound to play a pail
at
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Challenge

note:

is

re-

printed Dean Wayne I.. Morse’s
speech Saturday at the Homecoming luncheon banquet. He
was supported in his stand by a
faculty resolution passed yesterday demanding Roscoe C. Nelson's resignation from the state
board of higher education.
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college. The faculty resolution is
public protest against partisanship in higher education. The interests which the board of higher
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one
of
through the
wholesale disparagement of the
'There is no competition
other.
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should be no invidious comparisons
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China, to Japan, and to the other nations of eastern
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constantly endeavored to make others understand
it.
Each year in the essay contests she sponsors,
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of our relationship to our neighbors across the Pacific, discover how close they are to us. Nor is it
a truth that, once learned, is easily forgotten.
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him desire.
the interests of higher edutive.of
j
“Of course the real issue is, as
usual, obscured. The unforgivable cation in the state of Oregon, and
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este when they sought to put an
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and
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fact
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faculties should elect chairmen. If he had a sympathetic audience,
that principle is sound, and I sub- football game was in the offing
mit that it is whether you call the and Mr. Morse is still quite young.
office a presidency or chairman“Moreover, the stage v/as set
ship, then likewise the faculty of j for a Roman holiday. I was too
an
among the board, the administra- the University of Oregon should j insignificant alone to furnish
mater faces today the most serious
Mr. Nel- have had a voice in the selection of adequate spectacle so Judge Hartion and the faculties.
crisis in its history. We plunged
But we did not. j ris, Mr. Washburne, Dr. Kerr and
son's attack on the university has the chancellor.
last
that
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inLo
Thursday made it
for self respect- Does Mr. Nelson know that ?
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impossible
when the Honorable Roscoe Nel"Does Mr. Nelson know that I am afraid Mr. Morse fell into a
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son, in an address delivered here work in
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exercise that right for the faculty? at
large the refinement of cruelty
“After be left this campus, Mr.
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must not go unanswered, and if I
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Press except to say that his words ever, the Emerald report of that, and Campbell Church.
For too I
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on that
sutpject spell intolerance speech
long a time this faculty, with a university.
now uncovered and I predict that
I submit that the comment on it further only by fine, charitable
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spirit, has suffered
fearless journalism
displayed in saying that I heard the speech and encroachments on its rights. But the people of this state will be
Mr.
and
demeanor
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the Emerald is exhibit A, showing that by word
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Thursday disqualify him
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NEEDS A FRIEND"

ONE THOUSAND NAMES
PLEDGE INDIGNATION
(Continued from Page One)
Portland next Saturday, and giv-

ing

dorse
the
statements
of Dean
Morse made November 4, 1933, and
the resolution of the University

faculty passed unanimously November 6, 1933, calling for the resignation of the Honorable Roscoe
C.

Nelson

from

the

state

board

history of the higher of
higher education.
educational struggle since the in“Be
it
further resolved that
ception of the Zorn-Macpherson
copies of this resolution be transbill last year.
mitted by the secretary to the
Late
in
the
the
afternoon
governor of the state of Oregon
hastily-formed Committee of 50 and to the members of the state
met, formulated a temporary or- board of higher education.”.
ganization, and passed a resoluThe executive committee of the
tion
endorsing the statements Committee of 50 last night recommade last Saturday by Wayne L. mended that
every student mail
Morse, dean of the Oregon school home during the next week all
of law, and the resolution of the
clippings from the Emerald reUniversity faculty passed yester- garding the controversy, in order
day by unanimous vote, request- that garbled rumors as to the naing the resignation of Nelson from ture of the dispute might not
the board of higher education.
cause
misrepresentation of the
University’s stand throughout the
Copies Signed
Immediately copies of the reso- state.
lution were taker, to all fraterniSpeaking before the meeting of
ties, sororities and dormitories, independent students, Dick Neuwhere during dinner and at house berger, editor of the Emerald last
meetings the students voted on the year, said:
a

brief

resolution.
It was believed certain that evvoted
ery house
favorably on

magnificently downgrade let us
adopting the resolution, for re- consider the issues carefully. You
ports started reaching the Emer- have been talking about Dr. Arnald shortly after dinner and kept old Bennett Hall tonight. You all
streaming in at intervals during knew him as a fearless leader and
the
evening.
Practically every ; eminent liberal. And I remember
house reported unanimous approv- \ clearly the list he had of men he
al.
Up until press time students said he would like to have on the
were coming to the Emerald of- state board of higher education.
fice to see if petitions could be The name of Roscoe Nelson led
signed there, for many houses, that list.
"There is no finer man in Orebrought to that place resolutions j
signed by every member. At mid- j gon than Roscoe Nelson. Before
night 35 living organizations had the independent students denounce
turned in resolutions, bearing the him and demand his
resignation,
careful thought must prevail. You
signatures of 1021 students.
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